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Foreword

Although in recent years the Internet has been overrun with images, audio, and video, the
Web remains, at its heart, a writer’s medium.
Why do I say this? Because the written word is at the heart of every Web experience.
No matter how much video you watch, images you look at, and audio you listen to, you
read a lot more words. While Web sites demand skilled people to create all of these kinds of
content, the demand for Web writers has never been greater.
And that demand keeps growing, both because more companies each day are using
the Web as a marketing tool, and because messages are virtually unlimited in size. Unlike
every other medium, there is no natural limit to the amount of space that can be used for a
Web message. Advertising increases in cost as size goes up. Direct mail costs increase for
paper and stamps. On the Web, the words can just go on and on with almost no incremental
cost—you can always create one more page that explains one more idea.
So, yes, it’s a writer’s medium. But not just any writer need apply. If you are an
accomplished writer, schooled in creating advertising copy, magazine articles, direct mail
pieces, newspaper stories, books, or any other kind of printed media, you have the basic
skills required to succeed on the Web. But you don’t have all the skills you need.
The book you hold in your hands can help any experienced writer adapt those skills
for Web writing. Web writing is a challenge for even the most gifted print writer, for several
reasons.
• Web writers must be brief. The act of reading on an electronic device causes
readers to skim content rather then read in depth. Even though this user behavior
might change over time, as people get more used to reading from a computer
screen, the relatively cramped experience of reading from mobile devices will
always demand brevity for online writers. While you can always create another
page, you must be brief and to the point within each page.
• Web writers must appeal to search engines. Because Google and other search
engines are so important in driving trafﬁc to Web sites, no writer can afford to
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overlook search engines as an audience equally important as Web users. While
many elements go into successful search marketing, the words on the page are
the most important.
• Web writers must create pass-alongs. Web sites have always needed links from
other sites, and well-written content makes that happen. Nowadays, social media
allows customers to pass along good content to other Web users, using blogs,
Twitter, social networks, and many other means. This new stream of minute-byminute content creates a nearly endless demand for good writers.
If you are feeling a bit overwhelmed at the thought of adapting your writing style for
all of these new demands, don’t be. This book leads you through these concepts, and many
more, in step-by-step fashion. The authors are experts in the practical approaches needed to
succeed as a Web writer for any company.
You’ll learn everything, from determining the relevance of your message to your
audience, through measuring the results of your efforts. You’ll especially learn how to use
search engines and social media to ensure that your message is seen by the maximum possible audience.
Don’t assume that everything you know about writing is wrong when it comes to the
Web. It’s not. You need not be intimidated from branching out to this new online medium.
But neither should you assume that there’s nothing to learn. This book will help you leverage the writing skills you’ve always had to enter the brave new world of Web writing success. So stop reading this foreword and dive into what you really need to know!
—Mike Moran
Author of Do It Wrong Quickly
Coauthor of Search Engine Marketing, Inc.

Preface

Many books focus on how to publish content on the Web, or how to measure its success, or
how to take existing text from print venues and make it suitable for the Web. But no book
adequately focuses on creating text exclusively for the Web. Perhaps everyone thinks that
the topic of writing has been adequately covered in such works as Strunk and White’s
excellent little book, The Elements of Style, Third Edition (1979). Our view is that this
assumption misses an important fact: Writing for the Web is fundamentally different from
writing for print. We will unpack this fact to delve into how to write successfully for the
Web.
In so doing, we ﬁll an important gap in the literature. Other books about Web publishing, such as Mike Moran and Bill Hunt’s book Search Engine Marketing Inc., Second Edition (2009), focus on using the Web medium as a marketing tool, but spend only a few
pages on the key success factor on the Web: writing. The old saying “content is king” rings
ever clearer as the Web evolves. Search engines such as Google, and social media venues
such as Facebook, accentuate the need for Web-centric writing. This book helps its readers
write effectively for the Web by taking into account how search and social media usage
affect readership and audience. This is not just a challenge; it’s an opportunity. Search and
social media can help Web writers learn common audience attitudes to better engage their
audience with relevant content.
The target audience for this book includes writers, editors, and content strategists.
Though many of the examples and case studies apply to Web marketing (the ﬁeld in which
the authors have 45 years of accumulated Web experience), the book is intended to have a
broader scope than just marketing writing. Writers for blogs, wikis, and various online
media outlets can also beneﬁt from the insights contained in this book. Web marketing is
just an excellent source of rich Web publishing examples, because it clearly shows how
effective writing has changed on the Web.
In print media, readers have already chosen to pick up the publication. This simple
act implies a certain level of consent as to its relevance. Print writers can assume that the
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reader ﬁnds the publication at least nominally relevant and can get on with the business of
presenting a compelling ﬂow of information. But on the Web, visitors often don’t choose
the speciﬁc page they land on through search or social media referrals. They must ﬁrst
determine the relevance of the page to their needs. For this reason, Web writers must
demonstrate relevance before they can start engaging Web visitors in the ﬂow of information. This step is often missed by Web writers, who wonder why so many Web visitors leave
their pages without engaging in the content at all. This book shows writers, editors, and
content strategists how to attract a target audience to content that is relevant to them, how to
demonstrate this relevance when their target audience arrives on the site, and how to measure the depth of the audience’s engagement.
After an introductory chapter, the book spends the next two chapters discussing foundational concepts about how print and Web media differ. It focuses on how relevance determination and audience analysis differ on the Web, as opposed to print. This is necessarily
deep stuff, because it depends on a rich body of literature in three different ﬁelds. We do not
want to present the literature in a breezy fashion, out of respect for the great minds who
have studied media determinism, relevance theory, and audience analysis over the centuries. Still, we do our best to make the topics accessible to those without backgrounds in
these ﬁelds.
After the fundamentals are covered, Chapters 4 and 5 focus on how to write for the
Web using a search-ﬁrst perspective. Search-ﬁrst writing is based on the premise that
search engines provide a lot of insights into what is relevant to your target audience.
Unpacking this assumption is central to this book.
This discussion has two major themes. The ﬁrst theme relates to word choice: If you
know what words resonate with your target audience members, you can write more effectively for them. You learn these words through keyword and social media research. The second theme is the subject of Chapters 6 and 7: how links determine the structure of Web
information. Search engines use links to determine the relevance and credibility of content
on the Web. They then use that information to sort search engine results for their users—the
writers’ audience. Designing your site (Chapter 6) and collaborating with other sites to
enable search engines to determine the relevance and credibility of your content (Chapter 7) are writing tasks unique to Web publishing. Some of the insights developed in these
chapters are unique to this book.
The Web is a social medium—ever more so with new applications that connect likeminded people to communities centered on conversations. This is not a new phenomenon:
The Web has always had a social element, as the value of Web content is directly proportional to the quantity and quality of links to it. The best way to get links to your content is
by collaborating with the community of experts in your topics of interest. This is as true for
traditional static Web pages as it is on Facebook. Still, there are aspects of social media
writing that differ from traditional Web publishing. Chapter 8 delves into these distinctions.
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Unlike print publications, Web sites are never done. The more you change them to
accommodate your audience, the more effective they become. Measuring site effectiveness
and making intelligent changes to better adapt to audience needs is the subject of Chapter 9.
Though we must call this book done and published, the Web will continue to evolve,
requiring our continued updates and new insights. We will add to the gift of knowledge this
book represents by maintaining a related Web site (www.writingfordigital.com) containing
blog posts around our particular areas of expertise and links to the references you will ﬁnd
in our bibliography.

The Story of This Book
This book had its genesis in my M.S. thesis of the same title in scientiﬁc and technical communication at the University of Minnesota. When the thesis was published in August of
2008, I was collaborating with Frank Donatone and Cynthia Fishel on ﬁve search engine
optimization courses for writers, editors, and content strategists at IBM. Education was
part of my role as editor-in-chief of ibm.com. Frank and Cynthia brought fresh examples of
the best practices to our course development as they consulted with their clients as Web
effectiveness leads. The concept of marrying the content in the thesis with the coursework
to create a comprehensive book on search-ﬁrst writing for the Web was mutually agreeable
to us.
What we didn’t realize when we entered into the coauthoring relationship was how
much we would learn along the journey of writing this book. Like a jigsaw puzzle emerging before our eyes, the missing pieces presented themselves as fresh insights amidst the
lessons we taught in our search courses. We could not have predicted the almost daily
eureka moments as we wrote page after page and chapter after chapter. We hope you enjoy
reading this book as much as we enjoyed writing it.
—James Mathewson
Faribault, Minnesota
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Writing for Web Users
Implies Writing
for Search Engines
Writing for the Web is fundamentally different than writing for other media, such as print.
Sure, some good writing habits for print also apply to the Web. You should use an engaging
tone and fresh word choices. You should organize your information clearly. And, most
importantly, you should understand your audiences and write in ways that make it easy for
them to understand your content. However, analysis shows that readers approach Web content far differently than print content. This book seeks to use this insight to provide a practical guide for Web writers and content strategists.
This book is about understanding the content needs of Web users to do a better job of
presenting relevant content to them. It assumes a good working knowledge of how to write
for print and therefore will not delve into the mechanics of quality writing. But it will focus
on the distinction between how print and Web media differ, which requires some explanation of how the print medium works. From this foundation, we can understand how the Web
as a medium differs from print. We can then develop practical guidance on how to do a better job of engaging Web readers.
You might be skeptical about this. Whether for Web or print, text is text, right? In this
book, it is our job to counter this skepticism. In subsequent chapters we will cite numerous
case studies and deep research into user behavior that clearly demonstrate how Web readers
behave and why they do. For the time being, however, we ask that you suspend your skepticism so that we can introduce the content of this book. What follows is a brief sketch of the
chapters in this book, which we hope will convince you to read on. We promise that by
understanding what is covered in these chapters, you can truly master a ﬁeld that is crying
out for competent practitioners: Web content writing.

How the Web Medium Has Evolved from Its Print Origins
The basic difference between print and Web media is in the reader/writer relationship. In
print contexts, you typically invite an audience to journey with you through your prescribed
content path. The best print writers encourage their readers to surrender control and let the
1
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writer lead them by the hand through the material. Often, print readers will readily concede
this control, trusting that the writer knows how best to organize and present information.
On the Web, readers (if we may call them readers for the present) will not cede control over the information path. They navigate through paths of their choosing, cutting
corners and trying to get to the most relevant content as quickly as possible. On the Web,
it is the writer’s job to provide a multitude of clearly marked paths, letting readers ﬁnd
the relevant nuggets of information that they seek. How to write to let readers sift
through your content and ﬁnd those nuggets is a considerable challenge that deserves a
book of its own.
A particularly salient example of how Web writing differs from print is the way Web
readers use search engines. Web users are impatient with content providers, because they
can be. If they can’t ﬁnd the information they’re looking for by navigating to it, they will
use search engines. This impatience with information retrieval shows up in their reading
habits. As a study of Web users by Weinreich et al. (February 2008) has demonstrated, Web
“readers” do much more skimming and scanning than print readers. The study shows that
on average, people spend 82% less time actually reading Web pages than they do when
they read print pages, assuming average print reading speeds of 250 words per minute.
As Jakob Nielsen (June 2008) shows, Web users usually don’t read pages in the conventional way, line by line, serially. They scan for keywords in the heading and short
descriptions and only read after deciding that some content is relevant. With this in mind,
Google has designed its search crawler to mimic how Web users behave. The crawler scans
pages for keywords and captures the pages with the strongest placement of those keywords
to include in its index. When a user enters a keyword phrase into Google’s search ﬁeld,
Google returns the results that its algorithm deems relevant to those search terms. The
design of its crawler is one reason that Google has become the search engine market leader
in the United States and elsewhere. It tends to return highly relevant results for users, and it
displays those results in ways that users can easily digest, given their extreme impatience.
Because Google and other search engines strongly cater to Web user behavior, learning to
write for the Google algorithm is an essential aspect of writing for Web readers.
Though our book relies on much of the information provided in Mike Moran’s and
Bill Hunt’s excellent book Search Engine Marketing, Inc., Second Edition (2009), this is
one point where our approach diverges from theirs. Hunt and Moran claim (2005, 309) that
“The best philosophy for writing for search is: Write for people ﬁrst, not for search
engines.” Our claim is that writing for search engines approximates writing for people.
Also, Web writers often lack audience knowledge—readers can come from anywhere using
search. Because Web writers often lack audience knowledge, writing for search engines is
often the best way to understand how to write for people. So we take a “write-for-searchengines-ﬁrst” approach.

Writing Relevant Content for the Web Audience
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Writing Relevant Content for the Web Audience
How do you analyze your audience for print publications? Suppose you write for academic
periodicals. If so, you have a good sense of the history of debate within each one. And you
know that readers of a given periodical are professors or graduate students in the ﬁeld. Perhaps you have a demographic survey of its subscribers. From this, you form a mental representation of a typical reader (maybe even someone you know, like your advisor), and as
you write or review your own work, you imagine that person reading it. In the print world,
this is the closest you will ever get to addressing audience members based on known facts
about them.
In most print contexts, you know signiﬁcantly less about your audience than you do in
academic periodical contexts. Magazine writers might know rough demographics about
subscribers, but they never know who might pick up a given publication at newsstands.
Book writers know even less about their audiences. You might write a book for a particular
audience, in the sense that you deﬁne its topic and purpose so that audience members who
are interested in those things will buy it or check it out. But you don’t always know exactly
how to address them, either as individuals or as a group. Print audiences are typically much
more diverse than subscribers to an academic journal. It is simply not possible to address all
possible readers with one print product. You just don’t know them well enough to do this.
For this reason, many print writers invoke their audiences by using storytelling and
other compelling techniques to draw them into the book’s world. When readers start down
the path of a particular story, they leave all expectations of being addressed for who they
are at the trail head and follow the writer into unexplored territory. The more richly the
writer creates that territory, the more readers will feel compelled to take the journey.
On the Web, you know a little more about your audiences, but your knowledge is
fairly generic: You might know their service providers and perhaps which search engines
they came from, and which paths they take through your site. But on an individual level,
you don’t know much at all. (Unless they sign in to your site. But let’s leave those cases
behind, since very few users take the time to do so. And even if they do sign in, what you
know about them can’t help you tailor messages for them.) Because users take unpredictable paths through your information, you can’t connect with your audience as you do in
print, such as by addressing a tightly deﬁned audience or by appealing to a diverse audience. You have to ﬁnd some way to connect with them in order to deliver content that they
will ﬁnd relevant. There are no perfect solutions to this problem, but we have developed
some strategies and tactics to help you better connect with anonymous audiences on the
Web. All of them center on search.
When you write content explicitly for search engines rather than for your users, in a
sense, you invoke the search engine users with an effective mix of keywords and links that
draws them to your pages. The challenge is to craft your pages in ways that attract speciﬁc
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users from search engines, especially Google. In so doing, you can present relevant information to your audience. This book is about attracting your audience with keywords and
links and thereby providing relevant information to them. As mentioned earlier, because
Google and other search engines cater to the way users scan and retrieve content on the
Web, writing for Google is also an effective way to write relevant content for your audience.

Discovering and Using Popular Keywords
The ﬁrst thing to do if you want to optimize your pages for search is to ﬁnd out what keywords related to your theme or topic are most often searched for. These keywords become
your site’s nomenclature. If you use these words in prominent ways on pages in your site,
you will have a better chance to get trafﬁc.
But trafﬁc volume is not the end game. The end game is targeted trafﬁc. You want to
engage with your visitors. You want your target audience to come to your site and ﬁnd that
your content is relevant to them. Visitors who ﬁnd your content irrelevant typically click the
back button or “bounce” off your site without clicking any of its links. If you try to get high
trafﬁc without taking care to also target your audience in the process, you will get a lot of
trafﬁc; but most of it will bounce. What you want, instead, is low bounce rates with relatively high trafﬁc. How can you achieve this? It’s not as easy as it might seem. Popular keywords that are used by many people in a variety of contexts will yield mixed results, if all
you do is optimize your pages for those keywords. You will get high trafﬁc volume, but also
high bounce rates. The ﬁrst step is to develop a set of related keywords—or a keyword
cloud—which your target audience uses frequently. Then you need to develop pages that
use the words in this cloud.
So how do you develop these keyword clouds? One way is to use keyword research
tools to ﬁnd related keywords. These tools can help you identify not only the most often
searched-on words, but also related words and how often they are searched on. Once you
get a sense for the number of users who search on a keyword—or its search demand—you
can use the most relevant, high-demand words as the building blocks for your content.
When we use the term keyword, we do not merely refer just to single words. Most
keywords that users enter into search engines consist of phrases. A keyword cloud typically
contains not only related single words, but also related phrases. Many users search on socalled long-tail keywords to zero in on the exact content they are looking for. These are not
just longer strings of words and phrases, though they typically are longer than high-demand
single words. The phrase long-tail refers to the demographics of users who search for very
particular content, rather than searching on more generic topics. Users who enter long-tail
queries tend to be more search savvy. If your content ranks well for these, you will attract a
highly targeted audience. But no single long tail will garner much trafﬁc. The number of
long-tail keywords in your content will need to be enough to drive targeted trafﬁc to your
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site. For these keywords, you have to understand the language of your target audience at the
sentence level, rather than at the phrase level. One way to develop this understanding is to
research your target audience’s social media hangouts, such as blogs, communities, and
forums. Because users tend to use the same sentences in their long-tail keyword searches
that they use in social media contexts, knowing the writing habits of your target audience
will help you know the best long-tail keywords to use.
There are a variety of tools you can use to better understand the writing habits of your
target audience. Very effective ways to do this include Google Alerts, Yahoo Alerts, and a
method that uses Yahoo Pipes to track mentions of your company via RSS feeds—subscription feeds that automatically update when the source content is changed. You can use
these methods to guarantee that whenever someone mentions a particular phrase (such as
your company name) in a blog post, you get an RSS notiﬁcation and can look and see what
that person has said. This not only helps you get a sense of how users feel about your offerings, but also about what kind of language that blog’s readers use for them. Later, we will
show how to use free tools like Yahoo Pipes to monitor social media for common keywordrelated activity.

Engaging with Web Visitors through More Targeted
Search Referrals
Until now, we have focused on using keywords to attract a target audience to your content.
But keywords are not the only parts of Web content that determine whether your content is
relevant. A user can ﬁnd the content on a page (with the same keywords) relevant one week
and irrelevant the next. You might ask: How can that happen? If keyword usage determines
relevance, how can attracting users to your pages though keywords drive users to information that they ﬁnd irrelevant? Well, language is a lot more complex than creating a simple
matching algorithm between keywords and users. If it were that simple, Web writing and
editing would be a matter for technology and would not require human decisions. Fortunately, making good content decisions based on a variety of variables, including keyword
usage, requires humans.
Suppose that a visitor to one of your pages has viewed all the information on it, but
there have been no new updates since then. The content might still be relevant to the visitor’s interests, but no longer relevant enough to reread. In a marketing context, users might
come to your site one week to see what you are offering, and the next week to see how
those offerings ﬁt their needs. Once they are aware of your offerings, if you simply drive
them back to the same page through search, you’re creating an irrelevant experience—one
that could end in a bounce and a bad user experience.
There are many more variables that affect relevance than we have space to list. Those
are for linguists to determine, rather than writing instructors. But we can point you to one
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important variable beyond keywords that affects whether visitors will ﬁnd the content on
your pages relevant: purpose. If you tune your pages to the activities your users hope to
accomplish when they arrive on your pages, you have a much better chance of getting them
to engage with your content. Engagement is one way we measure relevance: If people click
a link on your page, we can at least say that link is relevant to them. Sometimes engagement
is merely a question of reading the content. Sometimes it’s clicking a link. Sometimes it’s
getting users to comment or ﬁll out a form. There are countless calls to action that a Web
site can have—another key difference between print and Web. In print, you simply want to
get your reader to read and comprehend your information. Perhaps you want the reader to
be entertained or merely informed. However, you never want the reader to interact with a
book—to write in the book in hopes that you will write back.
But on the Web, engagement or interaction is typically exactly what we want users to
do. If all we want them to do is read and comprehend, we can provide PDFs for printing
and reading ofﬂine. But good Web content is interactive. It compels the visitor to take
action. So, in addition to tuning your page’s content for keywords, you also must tune it for
the interactive purpose of that page. The real trick is mapping the keyword phrase to the
page’s purpose. This isn’t as hard as it might seem. It is merely a question of adding a verb
to your keyword phrase that describes what you want users to do when they get to a particular page. For example, one page can have keyword phrases with learn in them, another
page might have keyword phrases with shop in them.
The question is: How do we help users land on one of our pages that is relevant to a
keyword and related to their purpose in seeking the information? We will attempt to give
some answers to this question in this book. But a word of caution: There are very few general answers. Different environments demand different answers to complex search questions. You will never achieve perfect engagement levels; because of the complexity of Web
interactions, some visitors will bounce. But we can give you a framework for answering the
question, and improving your engagement rates with writing that is more focused on the
purpose or user goal of the page.

Developing an Optimized Site Architecture
We think of print publications as mostly self-contained units. Sure, we refer to related
works in the bibliography or source list of a publication. But we expect print publications to
be consumed whole. This is another key difference between print and the Web. Web users
do a lot more skimming and scanning than print users. Only after they determine that the
information matches what they’re looking for do they bother to read. This is a central
insight of this book, and it affects every aspect of Web publishing, including design and
architecture.
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For our purposes, Web architecture is the practice of designing information experiences that help users ﬁnd the information they’re looking for. In a sense, writing for search
engines is part of this practice. If you write in a way that helps users ﬁnd information more
easily through search engines than if they navigated to it from a home page, you are
approaching an optimal user experience. But search is not enough, either; you also need to
design for navigation. The goal is to create engagement, and in some cases, conversions.
It’s not enough to get a visitor to click a link; that click should land the user on a relevant
page. Search can draw users to lower-level pages and encourage them to navigate up; or it
can draw users to higher-level pages and enable them to navigate down. And horizontal
navigation is also part of a good architectural plan. In any event, the content experience
doesn’t end with getting the user to come and click on something; you must get the user to
engage with it.
Many architectural discussions at IBM and other companies focus on designing a
hierarchy of pages that enables users to easily move from the top level to the speciﬁc information they’re looking for. This is a good approach if you are designing a user experience
for navigation. But it leaves out key considerations that can help users ﬁnd information
from search. Some search engines rely on metadata—extra-linguistic information hidden
from view in the code of pages—to help determine the relevance of those pages. Though
Google does not use metadata as part of its ranking, it does analyze how pages are interlinked with the rest of the Web to help determine relevance. Thus, architecting a set of
pages for search engines necessarily includes paying attention to metadata and linking.
In this book, we focus on Google as the most popular search engine in the United
States and elsewhere. From an architectural perspective, this means a thorough discussion
of linking. This is the subject of an entire chapter later in the book.
Before we do that, we will ﬁrst discuss how the standard practice of designing a hierarchy of related pages around a central topic or theme relates to keyword usage for search
engines. To reach a more general audience, most architects design information around topics starting at a high level. This architecture should help users drill down into the information in the hierarchy, according to their individual needs. To enable this experience, you
should choose different related keywords for each page in the topic, following the hierarchy. For example, on the IBM Web site, we might start with a high-level page on IBM
Servers and then develop pages related to a speciﬁc product line, like the BladeCenter and
other IBM offerings within this topic, such as BladeCenter hardware (Figure 1.1).
You might think this is a fairly straightforward process. The architect designs the
hierarchy of pages, and the writer picks keywords to ﬁt into it. We suggest that this process
rarely works the way it is drawn up on paper. At IBM, we struggle with pages in a hierarchy
that do not produce search referrals because users simply do not search on the keywords we
chose for those pages. Imagine a hierarchy of pages in which the third level down the tree is
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A hierarchy of pages in ibm.com.

the highest ranking page because it uses a popular keyword, yet the top-level page in this
hierarchy gets little or no search engine trafﬁc because few users ever search on its keyword.
We suggest (and will demonstrate later in the book) that the best practice is to optimize the top pages of the hierarchy with the most competitive keywords—the ones that
draw the broadest audience. Pages lower in the hierarchy need to be optimized for narrower, more targeted audiences, who typically use long-tail keywords. You do this by
choosing related keywords that are more likely to appeal to speciﬁc segments of the
broader audience. The point of our chapter on the relationship between architecture and
writing is that architecture reﬂects writing practices: When we create search-ﬁrst architectures, we do a better job of creating an information experience for users for the whole hierarchy, not just for isolated pages within it.
The goal of information architecture is to serve users with relevant information. But
how do you know what information is relevant to them? We suggest that the search-ﬁrst
architecture does a good job of creating relevant information for a large set of users, with
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less guesswork and less trial-and-error than common architecture processes. Keyword data
is the best information available from which to design your information. It not only helps
you isolate speciﬁc keywords that will draw higher volumes of users to speciﬁc pages, but
it helps you understand how keywords and phrases are related to one another. If you optimize a hierarchy of pages for a set of related keywords, you not only direct users to speciﬁc
pages they might be interested in; you can also get them to navigate to other pages in the
hierarchy from their initial search referral. If they ﬁnd the top-level pages relevant, chances
are they will ﬁnd pages targeted toward more narrow audiences even more relevant.
In large organizations with a complex matrix of Web sites, content creators can
unwittingly compete for the same keywords, thus harming visitors’ overall experience. For
this reason, large organizations need to manage keywords across their whole site, not just
within speciﬁc areas.
Suppose you own a part of a company’s Web content—perhaps the marketing pages
related to a portion of your company’s product portfolio. You do all the keyword research
related to that portfolio, develop a site architecture that maps pages to popular keywords
and desired visitor interaction, and write optimized content for each page in the architecture. In short, you do everything right to attract the most targeted audience possible to your
pages. However, suppose that a colleague owns the Web content for a related set of offerings in your company’s portfolio. She does everything you do and optimizes her pages for
the same keywords, all the way down to the long-tail ones. You are now unwittingly competing with your colleague for the same targeted audience.
As unlikely as this scenario is, competition is actually quite common in a company
such as IBM that has a large and diverse portfolio of offerings, and many Web pages related
to them. Even for themes such as Green IT, several efforts might spring up at the same time
and could unwittingly compete with one another for the same users, unless these efforts are
coordinated. For this reason, we recommend corporate-wide keyword management systems, which enable content owners to reserve speciﬁc keywords for speciﬁc pages. These
systems can spread keyword usage across an enterprise in way that is similar to, but more
pervasive than, what you do when you develop a keyword-based architecture around your
theme or topic. With such a tool in place, you can optimize your enterprise for popular keywords and attract targeted audiences to the most important pages for your business.

Gaining Credibility through PageRank
As important as keyword usage is for your search efforts, it is less than half of the Google
algorithm. The Google algorithm takes two primary things into account: relevance, which
is a function of how keywords are used on a page; and PageRank, which is a function of
how your page is interwoven into the Web’s vast map of links. (There are other factors as
well, such as the prominence of your site in the scheme of the Web, but those are beyond
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your inﬂuence as a Web writer. In this book, we will focus on keyword relevance and
PageRank.) You can do everything right to improve the relevance of your pages by using
keywords, yet still fail to get your page listed on the ﬁrst page of Google results. If a particular keyword is highly competitive, meaning that lots of other sites are doing everything in
their power to rank high for it, you will also need to improve your PageRank to get listed on
that ﬁrst page of Google, Bing, and other search engines.
For example, the keyword Service Oriented Architecture, or SOA, is highly competitive in Google—a lot of very smart companies spend a lot of money developing optimized
pages around a cloud of keywords related to SOA. The only way to get on the ﬁrst page of
results in Google for SOA is to get credible pages around the Web to link to your SOA page.
Google counts each link to your page as a vote of conﬁdence for the content on your page.
This is how Google overcomes the problem of relevance on the Web. Because the text alone
cannot determine whether users will ﬁnd the content relevant to them, and there are no better contextual cues to content than links, Google uses linking as its main contextual cue. All
evidence indicates that Bing also uses links, and, if anything, gives them even greater
weight than does Google.
As complicated as keyword usage can get, linking is much more complex. Search
engines don’t count every link to your pages as equally valuable. Some links get more link
juice, or value, than others, depending on how valuable and relevant Google deems the site
that links to your page.
We will explain some of this complexity later in the book. For now, sufﬁce it to say
that you need to develop a plan to promote your pages to high-value sites. Many sites have
value simply because they serve as link aggregators related to a given topic. One example
is Wikipedia: It contains relatively little original content, but it is an excellent place to begin
researching a topic, because every source is a link to further research. (If you attempt to
publish original content on Wikipedia in the sense that it lacks original sources, the content
gets ﬂagged as in need of support.) However, for technical reasons to be explained later,
Wikipedia is not a great site from which to get link juice. It merely illustrates the point that
sites like it, which link to deeper dives into research topics, are highly valued by users. And
because users value them highly, search engines do as well. For this reason, these hubs of
authority typically ﬁnd themselves listed near the top of search results.
Our approach is to determine the best path to becoming a hub of authority on your
topic. This requires a lot of deep thinking about the state of the art of your topic and a lot of
research into the existing hubs of authority on it. How does your content ﬁt into the matrix
of authority on your topic? What contribution does your content make to the interlinked
conversation related to your topic? How do you engage with other subject matter experts in
your ﬁeld to promote this contribution to the discussion? We will explore these and other
questions to help you improve your PageRank in Google. And who knows, if you develop a
good relationship with the recognized authorities in your ﬁeld and your content makes a
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unique contribution to the ﬁeld, you too can become a hub of authority and thus rank highly
in search engines.
There are no shortcuts to becoming a hub of authority. To do so, you must gain the
trust of other authorities for your topic. That takes time. Still, there are some tactics that can
help you promote your content to authority sites. We will cover them in Chapter 8.

Capturing Social- and Rich-Media Opportunities
Print habits die hard. Chief among them is the habit of wanting to control the conversation.
When you write for print, it’s your tale and you control the telling—you control how the
reader consumes the information. But when you write for the Web, the reader controls the
pace and ﬂow of information. Trying to control it is a sureﬁre way to get users to bounce off
your pages. The best you can do is to give users options they will want to choose. Part of
gaining their trust to choose your content options—to click your links—is making it clear
that it’s their choice. Part of this is demonstrating that your content is not isolated, that it
doesn’t claim to have all the answers, and that it is but a small part of a bigger conversation.
The Web is an evolving medium, and users’ expectations evolve with it. At this time,
the fastest growing practice on the Web is sometimes called social media. Loosely deﬁned,
it is a set of practices that engage Web users to participate in the conversation rather than
merely consume static information. These practices include blogs, wikis, forums, persona
sites such as Facebook, microblogging sites such as Twitter, and the like. Social media is
rapidly evolving to include graphics and video sharing and sophisticated syndication.
Nowhere is the Web more distinct from print publishing than in social media contexts. Users control the ﬂow of information as they navigate through static Web pages; but
they actually contribute to information in social media contexts. Here, their control of the
information is complete. In extreme cases, users who make frequent comments on a blog
are as important to the blog’s success as its author. And a blog is not much more than an
online opinion column if no one comments on its entries.
As the Web becomes more of a collaborative medium—more of a space for symposiums rather than lectures—users’ expectations for the whole Web change. Even publishers
of static Web content need to adjust their practices to engage users in conversations.
Whether your site explicitly enables users to comment on its content or not, users expect it
to. Social media has accelerated the need to give users more control over their information
paths, even if your content is not intended to be shared and commented on.
For example, at one time IBM had a number of Web producers who preferred to get
permission to republish content from other sources on their sites, rather than to link directly
to the sources of that information. Fortunately, across the industry, this practice has long
ago become a distant memory of how things used to be done in Web publishing. That memory is all that remains of writing habits that stem from print: “Let’s keep users on our site.
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Let’s not let them leave.” This attitude is self defeating on the Web. You lose users’ trust
when you try to control their experiences; and you lose potential PageRank, as well.
Because page rankings are a large part of Google’s PageRank (and of Bing’s similar
algorithm) and are determined by how a community “votes” on the credibility of content,
search is a social medium. Not surprisingly, improving your standing in the community by
engaging users in social media contexts is a very effective way to gain credibility and
PageRank. If you encourage users to pass your links, podcasts, and videos around to their
friends, the PageRank for the pages on which those assets are accessed will grow virally.
Since users expect this pass-along content to be ever more visual, search effectiveness is
not just about text anymore. It is crucially about rich media as well.
The irony is that the more control you give users, the more they will want to visit
your site. The more open you are in your reciprocal linking relationships to and from rich
media on other sites, the more users will treat your site as a hub of authority and will keep
coming back to hang out and explore new paths through your content. Later on, we will
demonstrate in more detail how to take advantage of the social attitudes and habits of Web
users.
This letting go of control of your information is a necessary, though sometimes
painful, cultural shift in Web content practices. Because this shift is so necessary and fundamental to successful Web content efforts, we believe it deserves a chapter all its own.

Measuring Web Effectiveness
How do you know how well you are doing on Google? That is a rather easy question: You
simply search on your keywords and see where your page ends up in the results. How do
you know the volume of visitors you get from Google? This question is a little harder: You
use a Web analytics tool such as Unica Netinsight to ﬁnd out where your visitors are coming from and then ﬁlter the results to show only those who come from Google. You can also
run reports in modern Web analytics tools that show what keywords brought users to your
pages, and in what volume.
The more detailed you want to get in understanding the effectiveness of your search
efforts, the harder the questions become. You can get a lot of information related to data
such as Google ranking, Google referrals, raw trafﬁc, no-results keywords, click throughs,
and customer feedback speciﬁc to search, but correlating that data is quite difﬁcult. The
goal of this kind of research is to measure engagement: How many users are doing the
things you want them to do on a page, such as downloading a white paper, ﬁlling a survey,
taking a poll, or making a comment? We will discuss a best practice in gathering and correlating the various search effectiveness later in the book.
For the purpose of this discussion, sufﬁce it here to say that how you deﬁne and measure search effectiveness is a fundamental facet of using search to target audiences with
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content. Search efforts rarely work exactly as they were drawn up on paper. More often
than not, you will ﬁnd aspects of your search efforts that underperform expectations. In
these cases, you will have to go back to your pages and ﬁne-tune your content to better target your desired audience. If you ﬁnd a high bounce rate, for example, you might need to
change the language on the page to develop better engagement with your target audience.
The practices outlined above and detailed later in this book can help you do a better job of
search optimization when you ﬁrst develop and publish content. But language on the Web
is a complex medium, and you can expect to have to do a certain amount of reworking to
achieve better engagement. For this reason, measurement is a critical phase in search optimization work.
Also, to compete for users, search engines are evolving rapidly. If an engine changes
after you publish information, it might make sense to go back and tweak your pages in
ways that can help you rank better for it. To do this, you need analytics tools and best practices. We will describe how to use available Web analytics tools to measure search effectiveness and develop action items to improve existing content in the process.
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149–150
Sitemap protocol, 105
Skeptical Web readers,
writing for, 26–27
Skepticism, 45
SM2 tool, 91–92, 159
Smarter Planet site
engagement/relevance
relationship, 153
ﬂow chart, 97–98
redesign, 99–102
search efforts, 51–53
Social measurements,
Webtrends, 156
Social media
for audience analysis, 81
for audience
understanding, 89–93
blogs, 136–140
Facebook and LinkedIn,
142–144
ﬁle sharing sites, 125
forums, 134–135
linking relationships,
123–125
listening tools, 158–159
opportunities, 11–12,
127–133
retrievability, 128–129
sustainable practices,
144
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Social media (continued)
Twitter, 140–142
wikis, 135–136
Spaces between words,
17–22
Spam bots, 138
Spamming
keywords, 117
metadata, 110
Special Interest Groups
(SIGs), 134
Sperber, Dan, 36–39
Spiders and page
optimization, 66
Stemming, 69, 72
Stenotype, 22
Strunk, William, Jr., 141
StumbleUpon tool, 91
linking relationships, 123
listening tools, 159
Subscriptions for RSS feeds,
5, 125–126
Success, search, 35–36
Support as purpose, 77
SurfAid Analytics tools, 156
Surveys
for audience
understanding, 80–82,
160
Rate This Page, 76
Swapping links, 117–118
Synonyms
international, 74
keywords, 69
Tag clouds, 87–88, 90–91
Tagging
for blogs, 139
social, 89–91, 128–129
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Target audience
common characteristics,
44–46
deﬁning, 43–46
keyword research, 61–65
keywords used by, 50–61
linguistic considerations,
46–50
page optimization, 66–71
page purpose for, 76–79
relevance for, 32–33,
79–82
semantics and sentiment,
157–161
social media for, 89–93
vocabulary, 133
Targeted search referrals,
5–6, 75
long tails optimization,
82–89
page purpose for audience
engagement, 76–79
relevance for audiences,
79–82
social media, 89–93
Targeted trafﬁc
as engagement indicator,
150
vs. trafﬁc volume, 4
Targeting, adaptive, 159
Task analysis
navigation design, 97
page purpose, 76
Technorati tool, 91
Test & Target tool, 157
Text
anchor, 128
links, 69, 120
relationships, 112

TextSTAT tool, 91–92
Themes, 61
Time challenged audiences,
45–46
Time on page metric, 154
Timeliness in Twitter, 142
Topics, 61
Trackbacks on blogs, 138
Trafﬁc
for audience analysis, 81
as engagement indicator,
149–150
volume vs. targeted, 4
Trafﬁc Estimator tool, 74
Transparency of content, 110,
131–132
Trellian Keyword Discovery
tool, 57
Trust
earning, 26–27
[EM]in Facebook and
LinkedIn, 143
Twing tool, 91
Twitter
for audience analysis, 81
character limits, 128
Facebook and LinkedIn
connections, 143
for keyword
research, 91
for linking relationships,
123, 125
listening tools for, 159
overview, 140–142
writing for, 133
UIMA framework, 110
Unica NetInsight tool, 12,
147–148, 157
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Unica path capture package,
155
Unicode, 72
Unique visits metric, 149
Uniqueness as audience
characteristic, 46
Updates for social media,
144
URL shorteners for Twitter,
141
Usability, Web, 96–97
Use, meaning as, 25–26
Use cases, 76
User groups, 134
User ratings in social media,
129–130
UTF-8 characters, 72
Virtual worlds, 81
Visits metric, 149
Visitstat tool, 157
Visual design, 97
Vocabulary, audience, 133
Votes of conﬁdence
links as, 113–114
social media, 129
Wall, Aaron
Advanced Keyword
Research tool, 53, 56–57
Free Keyword List
Generator, 53
Google ranking
algorithm, 83
Web
architecture, 7
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information retrieval
basics, 24–25
for links, 125–126
meaning as use on,
25–26
origins, 22–23
pages. See Pages
vs. print media, 23–24
usability, 96–97
Web Analytics Association,
156
Web analytics tools, 156
Web effectiveness,
measuring, 12–13
Webmetrics tool, 157
Webtrends social
measurements, 156
Weinreich, Harald, 2
Wetpaint tool, 136
White, E. B., 141
Wikipedia
article trafﬁc statistics
tool, 54, 59–60
free and open content on,
116
integrity, 136
linking to, 116–117,
136
links from, 10
Wikis, 116, 135–136
William of Ockham, 19
Wilson, Deidre, 36–39
Wireframes in task analysis,
97, 99
Word Frequency Calculator,
62

WordPress
for blogs, 138
LSI Insights plug-in, 158
Words, spaces between,
17–22
Wordtracker tool, 54, 58–59
credibility through
PageRank, 9–11
evolution from print, 1–2
keyword discovery, 4–5
optimized site
architecture, 6–9
relevant content, 3–4
for skeptical Web readers,
26–27
social media and rich
media, 11–12, 127–133
targeted search referrals,
5–6
for Twitter, 141
web effectiveness, 12–13
for wikis, 136
write-for-search-enginesﬁrst approach, 2
Writing overview, 1
Writing Quality survey
module, 80
XML-based sitemaps, 105
Yahoo, link emphasis by,
110–111
Yahoo Alerts, 5
Yahoo Pipes, 5
YouTube for linking
relationships, 123

